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Development of English Learning System Using Subtitle of Japanese Anime 
 

Suriyon Tansuriyavong 
 

Abstract:  This paper proposes a new method for learning English, by using English-subbed Japanese-

sounded cartoons (anime). In the proposed system, the English subtitles are recognized into text in real 

time and sent to the text-to-speech system. After that, the sound is generated and can be heard 

immediately, after Japanese sound. It means that, while the learner is watching anime, learner can hear 

the sound of English subtitles in immediately after he/she heard the sound of original Japanese. By 

hearing Japanese and English alternately a lot, finally the learner will be able to understand English. 

This system is suitable for everyone who wants to learn English while watching anime, including the 

child. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

n general, language study can be roughly classified 

into hearing, speaking, writing, and reading category. 

Hearing and speaking skill become most important for 

communication. However, it is difficult to master those 

two skills only by lesson in a school in Japan. Hence, 

several teaching materials for English learning are 

developed actively [1][2]. However, those teaching 

materials have a problems that are mentioned as below. 

•“Expensive” 

•“Limit of the study range” 

•“A continuation motivation for learning is difficult.” 

•“Study is difficult for a child.” and so on. 

 In order to solve these problems, this paper proposes to 

develop the new English learning system by using real-

time subtitle recognition on Japanese anime. The 

reasons that the proposed system decided to use 

Japanese anime are shown as below. 

•“Japanese anime is globally popular.” 

•There are many anime with English subtitles because 

of the above-mentioned reason. 

•Most people in Japan love anime (also in case of 

child). 

•It does not get bored even if you watch a lot. 

•In order to watch anime, it can contract at a low price 

on the Internet. 

This paper focuses to report the function that proposed 

system is useful for improving hearing skills. By this 

system, the English subtitles are recognized into text in 

real time and is sent to the text-to-speech system. Then, 

the English sound can be heard immediately after 

original Japanese sound. It means that, while the learner 

is watching anime, he/she can hear the sound of English 

subtitles immediately after he/she heard the sound of 

original Japanese. By hearing Japanese and English 

alternately a lot, finally the learner will be able to 

understand English by hearing. This system is suitable 

for everyone who wants to learn English while 

watching anime, including the child. 

 

II. THE EXAMPLE OF ENGLISH LEARNING 

MATERIALS 
 

A. CDs/Books English learning materials 

 There are many CDs/Books developed as English 

teaching materials. For instance, “SPEED LEARNING 

[1]”, “EVERYDAY ENGLISH [2]” and so on. Table 1 

describes the main features of such teaching materials. 

However, by these materials, user can study just only 

the range of the contents recoded in the CDs or books. 

It means that it has a limitation of study range. 

TABLE I.  EXAMPLES OF EXISTING LEARNING 

MATERIALS. 

 SPEED 

LEARNING 
EVERYDAY ENGLISH 

Total price 207,200JPY 27,600JPY 

Monthly 

9,400JPY(for 

the first month)  

then 4,300JPY 

per month. 

2,300JPY 

I
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 SPEED 

LEARNING 
EVERYDAY ENGLISH 

Numbr of CD 48 CDs 12 CDs 

Learning span 4 years 1-6 months 

 

 

B. English Teaching materials used in this 

research  

The anime video contents are used in this research. 

Those anime video contents are the things in an original 

Japanese sound with English subtitles. Crunchyroll [3] 

and Hulu [4] are raised as an example of a provider of 

such contents. Table 2 describes each content 

provider’s monthly amount fee and number of titles. 

Table 3 compares the charge using each English 

learning materials and each content provider’s fee for 

one year. It turns out that using video content on the 

internet is reasonable than using teaching materials 

mentioned above. 

 

TABLE II.  CONTENT PROVIDER'S FEE AND NUMBER OF 

TITLES 

 Crunchyroll Hulu 

Mouthly price 820JPY 933JPY 

Number of Titles More than 200 120 

TABLE III.  COMPARISON OF EXISTING TEACHING-
MATERIALS EXPENSE AND CONTENT PROVIDER'S FEE 

Material Name 
Monthly price (JPY) 

Yearly price 

(JPY) 

SPEED 

LEARNING 

First month 

9,400JPY 

(then 4,300JPY per 

month) 

56,700 

EVERY ENGLISH 2,300 27,600 

Crunchyroll 820 9,840 

Hulu 933 11,196 

 

 

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSED 

SYSTEM 

 

A. System outline 

 In this research, the Japanese anime with original 

Japanese sound and English subtitles are used. By 

proposed system, the English subtitles are recognized 

into text in real time and be sent to the text-to-speech 

system. Then, the English sound can be heard 

immediately after original Japanese sound. While the 

learner is watching anime, he/she can hear the sound of 

English subtitles immediately after he/she heard the 

sound of original Japanese. This can make Japanese 

people understand English easily, than other teaching 

materials. Fig. 1 shows one of the examples of an 

execution screen of this system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Execution screen example of a system. 

B. Tools using for developing open cv 

    The tools using for developing are shown in Table 4. 

Open CV is a library that can perform an image 

processing and character recognition. Since it is 

provided as open source software based on a BSD 

license, anyone can use gratuitously (5, 6). Emgu is a 

library for making the function of Open CV easy-to-use 

collectively. This development used the Visual Basic 

language [7]. Text-to-speech API is a library that reads 

out a text. Google TTS was used as text-to-speech API 

in this research. The advantage of using Google TTS is 

because it can respond to various languages. However, 

only English sound is used in this research. 

TABLE IV.  TOOLS USING FOR DEVELOPING 

PC ASUS TAICHI 21 

OS Windows8 

Software tool Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 

Language Visual Basic 

Library Open CV, Emgu 

Text-to-speech API Google TTS 

 
C. The flow of processing 

The flowchart of processing is shown in Fig. 2. The 

details of processing are explained as below. 

  (1)  Start to play the anime video. At present, WMP 

(Windows Media Player) is used to play the anime 

video. It is due to execute on a browser in the future. 
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  (2)  Set up the rectangle region, which subtitles appear.  

  (3) Detect the appearance and disappearance of 

subtitles in the targeted region. Binarization processing 

of the image is executed to each frame of anime video. 

Each pixel is made into black (0) or white (255). The 

text portion of subtitles is made white. Dilatation 

processing is added to a white portion and blob like one 

island is generated (refer to Fig. 3). 

 However, if the system cannot correctly detect the blob 

such as when many noises occur around blob, it skips 

the current frame to process the next frame. 

(4) Determine the region of subtitles from the result 

processed by 3. 

 (5) Character (text) recognition is executed after 

erosion processing to the region of 4 is performed. 

(6) Pause the video anime for a while. 

 (7) Send the character (text) recognized by 5 to Google 

TTS (Google Text to speech) to make mp3 file, and 

right after, play that mp3 file. The learner can hear that 

English sound, immediately. 

(8) Play the next scene.  

Then the process from 1 to 8 is repeated continuously. 

Since an English sound can be heard after hearing an 

original Japanese sound, the learner becomes practice 

of listening comprehension of English. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. The flowchart of the system 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Blob which generated by dilation processing of 

the subtitle. 

D. Real-time subtitles recognition 

1) A threshold value of binarization processing and 

dilatation processing  

  In order to perform subtitles recognition correctly, it is 

necessary to set an appropriate threshold value of 

binarization processing and dilatation processing. In 

this system, threshold values were set up as the 

following. 

  Threshold value of binarization was set up at 254 so 

that the white subtitles could be extracted by a low 

noise. Threshold value of dilatation processing was set 

up at 20 so that the upper row and the lower row of 

subtitles could be connected together. By dilatation 

processing, when the upper row and the lower row of 

subtitles are connected, it becomes a result as shown in 

Fig. 3. 

2)  Subtitle sentences recognition rate 

The subtitle sentences recognition rate of this system is 

defined as equation (1). 

 

)1([%]100
B

A
rate nrecognitio sentences subtitle The  ×=

 

 

  “B” is the true number of the subtitle sentences in 

anime video that used in the experiment (counted by 

human). 

  “A” is the number of the subtitle sentences in anime 

video that all characters are correctly recognized by the 

system. If just only one character in the sentence is not 

correct, that sentence recognition result is considered as 

failure and is not counted into “A”. Counting is checked 

by human eyes. 

 Three anime videos used in experiment for verification 

are shown in Table 5. The frame rate of the system is 20 

[fps]. 

TABLE V.  ANIMATION USED FOR THE EXPERIMENT 

Anime title Length File size 

Zankyou no Terror, Ep.8 23min,13sec. 256MB 

Zankyou no Terror, Ep.9 23min,13sec. 251MB 

Zankyou no Terror, Ep.10 23min,13sec. 250MB 

 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

 

The result of the recognition rate is shown in Table 6. 

Recognition rate of three anime videos was 79.3% on 

average. 

The number of words that learner can learn in 
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69min39sec, was 1372+1054+1253=3679 words. It is 

1,226 words per Ep. on average. Calculated by the time, 

it would be 53 words per 1 minute, or 4754 words in 90 

minutes. In Okinawa National College of Technology, 

there is a “practical English” class for the 1st year 

student. In this class, the target number of hearing of 

words is set up at 1500 words in 90 minutes class [8]. 

As a result, in 90 minutes learner can learn 4754 words 

by using proposed system, but 1500 words by learning 

in the “practical English” class. This shows the English 

educational effect of the proposed system. 

 

TABLE VI.  SUBTITLE RECOGNITION RESULTS  

 

 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this paper, the development of an English learning 

system by using subtitles of anime video contents was 

described. 

  By this system, the English subtitles are recognized 

into text in real time and is sent to the text-to-speech 

system. Then, the English sound can be heard 

immediately after original Japanese sound. While the 

learner is watching anime, he/she can hear the sound of 

English subtitles immediately after he/she heard the 

sound of original Japanese. By hearing Japanese and 

English alternately a lot, finally the learner will be able 

to understand English by hearing. This system is 

suitable for everyone who wants to learn English while 

watching anime, including the child. 

  In the future, the function for improving speaking skill 

will be added. After heard the English sound of each 

scene, before the system goes to play the next scene, the 

system waits and asks the learner to speak the current 

sentence properly and to improve his/her speaking skill. 

The system can check their correctness by using voice 

recognition function. 
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Anime title 

A: The number of 

the subtitle 

sentences in 

anime video that 

all characters are 

correctly 

recognized by the 

system. 

B: The 

number 

of the 

subtitle 

sentences

. 

 

 

Subtitle 

sentences 

recogniti

on rate 

 

 

The 

number of 

recognize

d words 

Zankyou no 

Terror, Ep.8 
193 269 71.75% 1372 

Zankyou no 

Terror, Ep.9 
147 174 84.48% 1054 

Zankyou no 

Terror, Ep.10 
183 224 81.70% 1253 


